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2 of 2 review helpful Excellent followup to Under My Skin By Connor Excellent followup to Under My Skin Realistic 
fall out and subsequent acceptance of self discovery that the main character is FTM transgender Shows some of the 
societal and relationship consequences of coming out as transgender as well as the internal rightness of being who you 
really are Well written in a great fiction style No soap boxing or morali To anyone else being unemployed in your mid 
20s living in your former co worker rsquo s house and dating a schoolgirl who rsquo s flunking all her classes might 
not seem ideal But to Min Lee it rsquo s the perfect fresh start A chance to begin a new life and reinvent herself as the 
man she was always supposed to be hellip if she rsquo s actually supposed to be a man that is Min still has lots of 
unanswered questions about her gender but none of them can stop her 
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